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 Objection

Comments Recycle Southern Ltd is basically creating so much dust it is impacting all properties down to no 1 
Babsham lane. 
The dust control in that place is a joke and obviously effecting the house adjacent Elmbridge farm 
house, where the dust is horrendous as I also went there to see for myself  
There were contractors doing something the day I went there and they were saying that they might 
refuse to work there as its so bad. On dry days they have no chance at even opening windows or basic 
things like putting washing out.  
Also I would like to see how they control the free tipping of hardcore as there would be a good chance 
that asbestos sheeting from buildings etc would be tipped with rubble.  
This would contaminate all the hardcore which then gets distributed to site's elsewhere.  
Another thing would be ground contamination from all this dust and fines getting into drains and 
ditches.  
Although the original tonnage for this yard  exceeded the licence it was given and obviously continues 
to do so I think licences mean nothing as this has been brought up loads of times at council meetings. 
So not much hope on the extra tonnage if the new licence is granted. The workers on site are exposed 
to all these things and I wonder what training they have had to make them aware of the hazzards. I 
have seen the so called dust suppression and it's not even close to what is required. Also this might 
effect the pressure on the water supplies to properties if they use the mains as there are also a lot of 
poly tunnels going up nearby.  
You can also see dirty hedges and roads as you come into Bognor regis. A lovely first impression. 
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